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Which Sentence? Explores grammar and punctuation in a
multiple choice format. Each question has four options to
choose from. With over 220 different sentences to explore
and 11 different content areas.
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Vocabulary Ninja

Which Sentence?

Which sentence uses capital letters correctly?

Tick
One

They visited Brighton and Doncaster on wednesday.
They visited brighton and doncaster on Wednesday.
They visited Brighton and Doncaster on Wednesday.
they visited Brighton and Doncaster on Wednesday.

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

Tick
One

Tom opened the door, hung his coat, sat down and ate his lunch.
Tom opened the door hung his coat, sat down and ate his lunch.
Tom opened the door, hung his coat sat down and ate his lunch.
Tom opened the door, hung his coat, sat down, and ate his lunch.

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

Tick
One

“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside demanded Jane”.
“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside, demanded Jane.”
“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside”, demanded Jane.
“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside,” demanded Jane.

Which sentence uses clean as an adjective?

Tick
One

Go and clean your room.
I need to clean the car before I can play.
The clean kitchen was ready for the birthday party.
Andrew used a cloth to clean the windows.

Which sentence is an exclamation?
The car was bright red
She said the sun was beautiful
What an amazing game that was
The flowers we extremely pretty
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Which sentence uses battle as a verb?

Tick
One

The battle was devastating.
During the battle, soldiers fought with each other.
The twins would battle over the stuffed toy.
The tennis match was like a battle.

Which sentence is the most formal?

Tick
One

You can come to my party if you wish.
Please come to my party.
Would you like to attend my party?
I would be delighted if you could attend my birthday.
Which sentence contains a relative clause?

Tick
One

The girl who I met at the cinema is in my class.
The team is going to play on Saturday.
Tom said he wanted to learn to play the guitar.
Whenever they have time, they like to sit and read.

Which sentence is a statement?

Tick
One

The car had 6 gears
Lock the gate before you leave
What a fabulous day
Do you know who I am

Which sentence is a command?
He wore a black coat and silver hat
Do you remember our holiday last year
Save your work, then shut down the computer
What a disgusting performance
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Which sentence uses capital letters correctly?

Tick
One

They visited Brighton and Doncaster on wednesday.
They visited brighton and doncaster on Wednesday.
They visited Brighton and Doncaster on Wednesday.

✅

they visited Brighton and Doncaster on Wednesday.

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

Tick
One

Tom opened the door, hung his coat, sat down and ate his lunch.

✅

Tom opened the door hung his coat, sat down and ate his lunch.
Tom opened the door, hung his coat sat down and ate his lunch.
Tom opened the door, hung his coat, sat down, and ate his lunch.

Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

Tick
One

“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside demanded Jane”.
“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside, demanded Jane.”
“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside”, demanded Jane.
“Let’s go for a walk by the riverside,” demanded Jane.

✅

Which sentence uses clean as an adjective?

Tick
One

Go and clean your room.
I need to clean the car before I can play.
The clean kitchen was ready for the birthday party.

✅

Andrew used a cloth to clean the windows.
Which sentence is an exclamation?

Tick
One

The car was bright red
She said the sun was beautiful
What an amazing game that was
The flowers we extremely pretty
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Which sentence uses battle as a verb?

Tick
One

The battle was devastating.
During the battle, soldiers fought with each other.
The twins would battle over the stuffed toy.

✅

The tennis match was like a battle.
Which sentence is the most formal?

Tick
One

You can come to my party if you wish.
Please come to my party.
Would you like to attend my party?
I would be delighted if you could attend my birthday.

✅

Which sentence contains a relative clause?

Tick
One

The girl who I met at the cinema is in my class.

✅

The team is going to play on Saturday.
Tom said he wanted to learn to play the guitar.
Whenever they have time, they like to sit and read.

Which sentence is a statement?

Tick
One

The car had 6 gears

✅

Lock the gate before you leave
What a fabulous day
Do you know who I am

Which sentence is a command?

Tick
One

He wore a black coat and silver hat
Do you remember our holiday last year
Save your work, then shut down the computer
What a disgusting performance
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✅

